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Chapter 1

General Rules

Article 1 To improve the company’s governance level, protect the legal rights of investors,
public investors in particular, perfect and continue to improve the company’s investor relations
management, meet the securities regulatory requirements, ensure good internal information
communication as well as improve the company’s values, the company has formulated the system
according to relevant provisions of the People’s Republic of China (PRC)’s Company Law,
Securities Law, the China Securities Regulatory Commission (CSRC)’s Work Guidelines for
Relations between Listed Companies and Investors, the Shenzhen Stock Exchanges (SZSE)’s Stock
Listing Rules, the Rules Governing the Listing of Securities on The Stock Exchange of Hong Kong
Limited and the company’s Articles of Association.
Article 2 Investor relations management is an act of management where a listed company
strengthens its communication with investors and potential investors and help investors understand
the company more through all types of investor relations activities.
Article 3 The company’s investor relations management should strictly follow relevant laws,
regulations and rules such as Company Law and Securities Law as well as the SZSE’s relevant
business rules-related provisions.
Article 4 The company’s investor relations management should reflect the principles of fairness,
justice and openness, with the company treating all investors equally and ensuring that all investors
have the right to know and other legal rights.
Article 5 The company’s investor relations management should introduce and reflect its actual
situation objectively, truly, accurately and completely to avoid misleading investors through over
publicizing.
Article 6 When carrying out investor relations activities, the company should keep unpublished
and internal information secret to avoid and prevent information leakage and insider dealing.
Article 7 Unless specifically authorized and trained, the company’s board members, supervisors,
senior management staff and employees should avoid giving speeches on behalf of the company
during investor relations activities.
Chapter 2
Article 8

Objectives and Basic Principles of Investor Relations Work

Objectives of Investor relations management:

(1)

Promoting the good relations between the company and investors; enhancing the investors’
further understanding and familiarity of the company.

(2)

Establishing stable and quality investor base; obtaining long term market support.

(3)

Forming a corporate culture that serves and respects investors.
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(4)

Promoting the investment concept of achieving the maximization of the company’s overall
profits and increasing in shareholders’ wealth.

(5)

Increasing the company’s information disclosure transparency; improving the company’s
governance.

Article 9

Basic principles of investor relations management:

(1)

Fully disclosing information. Besides mandatory information disclosure, the company may
disclose other relevant information that investors are interested in.

(2)

Disclosing information according to rules. The company should obey national laws and
regulations and provisions stipulated by securities regulatory departments and stock
exchanges on listed companies’ information disclosure as well as ensure that the information
disclosed is real, accurate and complete and is disclosed timely. During investor relations
work, the company should keep unpublished information and other internal information
secret. If such information is leaked, the company should disclose it timely according to
relevant regulations.

(3)

Investors having equal opportunities. The company should treat all shareholders and potential
investors equally and avoid only disclosing information to selective groups.

(4)

The principle of being honest and trustworthy. The company’s investor relations work
should be objective, real and accurate, and the company should avoid over publicizing and
misleading investors and potential investors.

(5)

High communication efficiency and low communication cost. When choosing how to carry
out investor relations work, the company should fully consider methods that can increase
communication efficiency and reduce communication cost.

(6)

Interactive communication. The company should actively listen to investors’ opinions and
suggestions and realize two-way communication between the company and investors and
form a good interaction.
Chapter 3

Person in Charge of Investor Relations Management

Article 10 The board secretary is a senior management staff that is in charge of the company’s
investor relations work.
Article 11 The board secretary takes full charge of the company’s investor relations management
work. Their main responsibilities include the following:
(1)

Taking charge of the planning, arranging and organizing of all types of investor relations
management activities while fully and thoroughly understanding the company’s operation,
management and running as well as development strategies.

(2)

Taking charge of establishing a fine internal coordination mechanism and information
collection system. The board secretary’s office should collect the information on all
departments’ and their subsidiaries’ operation, finances, litigation and so on in a timely
manner. The company’s business departments and subsidiaries should actively collaborate.
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(3)

The company may use appropriate methods to provide all staff, senior management and
relevant department persons in charge in particular with training on knowledge related with
investor relations work. When carrying out important investor relations promotion activities,
the company should provide targeted special training and guidance to its senior management
and relevant personnel.

(4)

Continuing to pay attention to all types of information related with the company on the news
media and on the internet and reporting it to the company’s management team and board of
directors. Reporting the company’s disclosed information to the senior management team.

(5)

Taking charge of stipulating management methods and implementation rules for the
company’s investor relations management work and implementing such methods and rules.
Chapter 4

Main Responsibilities of the Investor Relations Department

Article 12 The department that carries out the daily investor relations management work is the
office of the board secretary. Its main responsibilities are as follows:
(1)

Analysing and researching. Collecting and analysing data on the number and composition
of investors and potential investors as well as relevant changes. Continuing to pay attention
to all types of information including the opinions and suggestions of investors and the
reports of the media and reporting such information to the company’s board of directors and
management team.

(2)

Communication and liaison. Collecting and publishing information needed by investors.
Holding meetings such as analyst explanation sessions and road shows and accepting
consulting from analysts, investors and the media. Receiving visiting investors, keeping in
touch with organization investors and small and medium investors frequently and improving
investors’ participation in the company.

(3)

Public relations. Establishing and maintain good public relations with stock exchanges,
industry associations, the media, other listed companies and relevant organizations.
Collaborating with the company’s relevant departments and putting forward and implementing
effective methods to handle major matters including litigation matters, major restructuring,
key personnel changes, unusual stock transactions and major changes in operation
environment and proactively maintain the company’s public image.

(4)

Other work that may improve investor relations.

Article 13

Professional standards for investor relations participants:

(1)

Having the expertise in engaging in investor relations management.

(2)

Avoiding immoral or inappropriate investor relations actions.

(3)

Properly keeping the company’s and clients’ confidential information.

(4)

Making independent professional judgment on behalf of the company and clients.

(5)

Getting familiar with company matters or the matters of clients’ companies as well as laws
and regulations related with investor relations, having the competence for the job.
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(6)

Not using internal information or participating in insider dealing through investor relations.

(7)

Not receiving gifts from agencies at any time or for any reason.
Chapter 5

Investor Relations Work

Article 14 Investor relations work includes mandatory information disclosure and explanation
and voluntary information disclosure. The communication between the company and investors
mainly involves the following information:
(1)

The company’s development strategies including the company’s development directions and
plans, competitive strategies and operation policies.

(2)

Mandatory information disclosure and explanation including regular reports and provisional
announcements.

(3)

Operation and management information that the company may disclose according to laws and
regulations, including production and operation situation, financial situation, new product and
technology R&D, operation performance and dividend allocation.

(4)

Information on major matters that the company may disclose, including major investment and
changes, asset restructuring, acquisition and mergers, partnerships, guarantee to other parties,
major contracts, related transactions, major litigations or arbitrations, management changes
and changes of substantial shareholders.

(5)

Corporate culture construction.

(6)

The company’s other relevant information.

Article 15 Requirements for the information disclosure involving investor relations work mainly
include the following:
(1)

A listed company should disclose policy documents related with investor relations
management.

(2)

Disclosing information on investor relations activities such as receiving specific people
including organization investors, analysts and the media and holding performance explanation
sessions, road shows and press conferences, including attachment like presentation scripts
and documents used during these activities.

(3)

Within two business days after a listed company’s investor relations activities, the company
should compile Investor Relations Activity Record Chart and upload the activity record to the
SZSE’s irm.cninfo.com.cn platform designated by the regulatory authority in time.

(4)

When communicating with a listed company, the above-mentioned specific people should
sign a letter of commitment with the company, and the letter should be properly kept by the
listed company.
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(5)

Documents (if any) including policy documents related with investor relations management
and compiled Investor Relations Activity Record Chart as well as presentation scripts and
documents used during these activities should be published on the SZSE’s irm.cninfo.com.cn
through the listed company’s business section and on the company’s website (if any).

(6)

Once published on the website, the documents related with investor relations management
cannot be recalled or replaced in principle. If a listed company finds that a published
document has errors or missing information, it should publish the corrected version in
time and apply for notes to be added to the document name so as to differentiate the two
documents.

Article 16
skills:

Staff engaged in investor relations work should possess the following qualities and

(1)

Fully understanding the company’s overall situation.

(2)

Possessing a good knowledge structure; be familiar with laws and regulations related with the
company’s governance and financial accounting as well as the operation mechanism on the
securities market.

(3)

Possessing good communication and coordination abilities.

(4)

Possessing good moral characters; be honest and trustworthy.

Article 17 The company can voluntarily disclose information besides information that has to be
disclosed according to existing laws, regulations and provisions through all types of activities and
methods for investor relations management.
If the company has questions regarding the confirmation and disclosure of voluntary disclosure
information, it may consult the SZSE.
Article 18 The company should follow the fairness rule when disclosing information voluntarily
and disclose such information to all shareholders and potential investors of the company so that
organization, professional and individual investors can carry out investment activities on equal
terms and information disclosure to selective groups is avoided.
Article 19 The company should follow the principle of being honest and trustworthy and continue
to voluntarily disclose information on its operation situation, plan and environment, strategic
planning and development prospects during investor relations activities and help investors make
rational investment judgment and decisions.
Article 20 When voluntarily disclosing information that has a predictive nature to some degree,
the company should list relevant risk factors in clear warning texts to remind investors possible
uncertainties and risks.
Article 21 Following voluntary information disclosure, if major changes occur that cause
disclosed information to be unreal, inaccurate and incomplete, or the disclosed prediction cannot
be realized, the company should update the disclosed information in time. As for matters that have
been disclosed but are yet to be concluded, the company has the duty to continue to disclose the
full information on such matters till such matters conclude.
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Article 22 Once the company publishes major information according to laws and regulations
using any methods during investor relations activities, it should report to the SZSE in time and
formally disclose such information before the next trading day.
Chapter 6
Section 1

Investor Relations Activity Forms
Shareholder’s General Meeting

Article 23 The company should arrange and organize shareholders’ general meetings properly.
The office of the board secretary carries out and takes responsibility for the arranging and
organizing of such meetings.
Article 24 The company should fully take into consideration the convenience for shareholders
when arranging when and where to hold shareholders’ general meetings. In addition, the company
should make it convenient for shareholders to attend such meetings by using secure, economic and
convenient network or other methods according to laws, administrative regulations and regulations
of the CSRC or the company. When conditions permit, the company may live stream such meetings
on the Internet and keep videos of such meetings on its website.
Article 25
detail.

The company may invite news media to attend such meetings and report them in

Article 26 If the company discloses information to shareholders that attend such meetings
voluntarily, it should publish the information on its website or using other practicable methods as
soon as possible.
Section 2

Website

Article 27 The company carries out investor relations activities by setting up investor relations
column on its website. The office of board secretary is in charge of updating and maintaining the
column and its relevant content.
Article 28 The company publishes its website address in its regular reports. If there are changes
to the address, the listed company should announce the new address in time.
Article 29 The company should avoid publishing on its website the media’s reports on the
company that contain investment guidance content or analysts’ investment analysis reports of the
company. Reasons being that if the company publishes such reports, it may be considered agreeing
with opinions in such reports, which may impact on investors’ investment decisions. If this
happens, the company may bear relevant responsibilities or be investigated.
Article 30 The company should update its website and label history and current information
differently as well as correct wrong information in a timely manner so as to avoid misleading
investors.
Article 31 Investors may raise questions or put forward suggestions through the SZSE’s irm.
cninfo.com.cn, and the company may directly answer relevant questions via all types of platforms.
Article 32 The company may set up an open email and use it to communicate with investors.
Investors may raise questions and ask for information about the situation of the company in emails,
while the company may reply to such emails or answer these questions via email as well.
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Article 33 As for important or common questions and replies mentioned on forums and via email,
the company may publish these questions and replies in the investor column on its website using
obvious methods such as in the form of “Common Q&As”.
Section 3 Analyst Meetings, Performance Explanation Sessions and Road Shows
Article 34 The company may hold analyst meetings, performance explanation sessions and road
shows following the conclusion of regular reports, when the company implements financing plans
or at other times when the company considers necessary. Staff that can attend the above-mentioned
activities are the company’s board secretary, president, vice president, the general manager of
the financial management department, securities matters representatives and relevant business
personnel.
Article 35 The company cannot disclose important information that has not been disclosed at
analyst meetings and performance explanation sessions or during road shows. Such meetings,
sessions and road shows should be held in an open way, including holding them as an onsite or
telephone meeting or live streaming them online.
Article 36 If analyst meetings, performance explanation sessions and road shows are live
streamed online, the company may announce the time, login website address and login methods to
investors openly in advance.
Article 37 The company may collect relevant questions from small and medium investors via
email, on forums, by phone or by sending out letters in advance and reply to them via Internet at
analyst meetings, performance explanation sessions or during road shows.
Article 38 The company may use the online interactive method to hold analyst meetings or
performance explanation sessions, investors may directly raise questions online, and the company
may directly reply to relevant questions online.
Article 39 If analyst meetings, performance explanation sessions or road shows cannot be live
streamed, the company may invite journalists from the media to attend and report objectively.
Article 40 The company may publish the image data of analyst meetings, performance
explanation sessions and road shows on its website so that investors can play them at any time.
If conditions do not permit, the company may publish the texts of such meetings or performance
explanation sessions instead for investors to check and read.
Section 4

One-on-One Communication

Article 41 If the company deems necessary, it may have one-on-one communication with
investors, fund managers and analysts about its operation and financial situation and other matters,
introduce its situation, answer relevant questions and listen to relevant suggestions.
Article 42 During one-on-one communication, the company should treat investors equally and
create one-on-one communication opportunities for small and medium investors.
Article 43 The company cannot disclose important information that has not been disclosed
during one-on-one communication. To avoid selective information disclosure during one-on-one
communication, the company may publish relevant image data and texts of the communication on
its website or invite news media to attend and report such communication activities.
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Section 5

On-site Visits

Article 44 The company may arrange for investors, analysts and fund managers to visit its
factories, sites for business operation and places where the project that the fund is collected for
are. The board secretary plans, arranges and organizes such visits or authorizes relevant personnel
to organize and arrange such visits.
Article 45 The company should rationally and properly arrange the visits so that visitors can
understand its business and operation situation. In addition, the company should ensure that visitors
cannot obtain important undisclosed information during such visits.
Article 46 It is necessary for the company to provide necessary training and guidance on investor
relations and information disclosure to relevant personnel that receive visitors in advance.
Section 6

Telephone Consulting

Article 47 The company sets up a special phone number for investor consulting. Investors
may use the number to consult the company and ask about information on matters that they are
interested in.
Article 48 Special staff at the investor relations department under the office of the board
secretary are in charge of telephone consulting services and ensures that calls are answered and
lines are not blocked during work hours. When major events occur or at other necessary times, the
company should open up several telephones for handling investors’ consulting.
Article 49 The company should publish the consulting phone number in its regular reports. If
there are changes to the number, the company should publish it on its website as soon as possible
and disclose it in formal announcements in a timely manner.
Section 7

Other Methods

Article 50 The company may send its reports including regular reports and provisional
announcements to relevant organizations and personnel including investors or analysts.
Article 51 The company is encouraged to establish a mechanism to communicate with investors
about major events while obeying information disclosure rules. It is also encouraged to fully
communicate and negotiate with investors using multiple methods when stipulating major policies
involving shareholders’ rights.
Chapter 7

Policies for Shareholder Communication

The following policies are stipulated according to relevant regulations by the HKSE:
Article 52
(1)

General shareholders’ meetings

The company’s shareholders’ annual meeting provides a constructive communication
platform, allowing the company and its shareholders to maintain regular and two-way
communication.
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(2)

The company will arrange for its chairman and the president or members of all the
committees (including independent board member committee in relation to connected
transaction or any other transaction that requires independent shareholders’ approval, if
applicable) under the board of directors to attend general shareholders’ meetings (if they
cannot attend due to unexpected or uncontrollable reasons, representatives duly authorized by
them will attend), to exchange ideas with shareholders and answer shareholders’ questions.

(3)

The company should ensure the company’s auditor attend the annual general meeting to
answer questions about the conduct of the audit and other questions.

(4)

The company welcomes any qualified shareholder that is registered on its shareholder’s
register and possesses shares to attend any of its general shareholders’ meetings. The
announcements of general shareholders’ meetings are sent to all registered shareholders by
post.

(5)

Shareholders may attend general shareholders’ meetings. If they cannot attend, they may
designate representatives to attend and cast votes at the meetings on their behalf.

(6)

To ensure that all votes are properly counted and recorded, the company will appoint its
representatives at its Hong Kong shares registrar as the scrutineer for the voting at general
shareholders’ meetings.

(7)

For each substantially separate issue at a general meeting, a separate resolution should be
proposed by the chairman of that meeting, and should avoid bundling resolutions.

Article 54

Shareholder Inquiry

(1)

If shareholders have any questions regarding the shares under their names, they can raise
such questions to the company’s Hong Kong share registar and transfer office Computer share
Hong Kong Investor Services Limited (address: 1712-1716, 17M Floor, Hopewell Centre, 183
Queens Road East, Wan Chai, Hong Kong).

(2)

Shareholders and the investment market may ask for the company’s published materials.

(3)

The company should provide designated contact information to shareholders and the
investment market, for example, telephone number, fax number, post address and email
address so that it is easy for shareholders to raise any inquiries related with the company.

Article 55 These policies should be examined regularly and amended from time to time (if
applicable) by the board of directors.
Chapter 8

Relevant Organizations and Individuals

Section 1

Investor Relations Consultants

Article 56 When deemed necessary and conditional by the company, it can hire professional
investor relations consultants to consult, plan and handle investor relations, including media
relations, development strategies, investor relations management training, crisis handling as well as
matters such as analyst meeting and performance explanation session arrangement.
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Article 57 When hiring investor relations consultants, the listed company should check to see if
they work for its competitors at the same time. If they do, the company should make sure that they
do not damage the benefits of either company by utilizing the internal information of one company
to serve the other company.
Article 58 The company should make sure that investor relations consultants do not represent the
company and give speeches on matters such as the company’s operation and future development.
Article 59 The company should try to pay investor relations consultants in cash and avoid paying
and compensating them with the company’s shares or relevant securities or stock options.
Section 2

Securities Analysts and Fund Managers

Article 60 The company cannot provide important company information that has not been
disclosed to analysts or fund manager.
Article 61 If other investors request for relevant materials and information that are provided to
analysts or fund managers, the listed company should provide such materials and information to
them.
Article 62 The company should avoid paying for securities analysts to publish superficially
independent analysis reports. If the company pays for analysts or other independent organizations
to publish investment value analysis reports, texts “this is a delegated report” should be put at an
obvious spot when the report is published.
Article 63

The company should avoid referring to or distributing analysts’ analysis reports.

Article 64 The company may make it convenient for analysts and fund managers to carry out
investigation and research such as offering reception services, but it should avoid offering funding
to their work. In principle, analysts and fund managers should themselves pay for relevant fees
during investigation and research at the company, and the company should not offer expensive gifts
to analysts.
Section 3

News Media

Article 65 The company may choose appropriate news media to publish information at
appropriate times based on its needs.
Article 66 The company should avoid disclosing important information that has not been
disclosed through interviews with news media. The company cannot replace normal information
disclosure in forms of interviews with news media or through press conferences. Before formal
information disclosure, the company should avoid providing relevant information or details to
certain news media.
Article 67 The company’s board of directors, members of the board, senior management and
other staff should be careful when accepting interviews from relevant media. If personal interviews
involve the company’s situation, members of the board, supervisors and executives should obtain
necessary authorization from the board of directors or the chairman.
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Article 68 The company should clearly differentiate the listed company’s promotion or
advertising materials from the media’s formal, objective and independent reports of the listed
company. If promotion materials and texts (completed by the company itself or by other
organizations entrusted by the company) are provided and paid for by the company itself, the
company should clearly explain and label it when publishing it.
Article 69 When disclosing information on other public media, the company cannot disclose it
before designated newspaper or website and cannot replace company announcements with other
forms such as press releases or media seminars.
The company should clearly differentiate promotion adverts from media reports and cannot
influence the media’s objective and independent reports by using its promotions materials and
offering payment.
The company should pay attention to the media’s reports in a timely manner and respond
appropriately when necessary.
Chapter 9

Supplementary Provisions

Article 70

The board of directors reserves the right to explain and amend the policies.

Article 71

The policies take effect on the day of publishing.
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